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different case.   ...(Interruptions)...  No, please sit down.    Hindi     Please sit 

down. 
 
 !� (,"� �7I2#: �����+� .�ह,.��! �& �s�� ह+ O * ह���� N�1 ���� 
*�"	��,*  ह���� .ह�&�� ���� *�"	�� �& ह�� �/, ह&��,ह���� �� �H����,ह� L��� 
�� �,���,ह� L��� �� �,�� ��  �!" �ह�	 �� ,H� ह/" ह% O ....(5�*6�7)... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please sit down. You have made your point. .... 

(interruptions).... 
 

 !� (,"� �7I2#: �����+� .�ह,.��! �& �s�� ह+ O * ह���� N�1 ���� 
*�"	��,* ह���� .ह�&�� ���� *�"	�� �& ह�� �/, ह&��,ह���� �� �H����,ह� L��� 
�� �,���,ह� L��� �� �,�� ��  �!" �ह�	 �� ,H� ह/" ह% O ....(5�*6�7)... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No; no. You have made your point. Now we will 

take up the next Special Mention. 
 

 !� (,"� �7I2#: �% �.q3  V�.� "� ���I ��  �!" ������ ���� ��ह�� हP 	 
...(5�*6�7)... 
 

 !� (8�2��: V��� L��� �� �, �� ह%,.�� ./�� ह% O  
 

 !� (,"� �7I2#: �% ������ ���� ��ह�� हP 	 ...(5�*6�7).... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No; no. Now we will take up the next Special 

Mention. Mr. Gaya Singh. 
MR.CHAIRMAN:   Nothing will go on record. Shri S.S. Ahluwalia. «ft  

 !� (,"� �7I2#:* 

 
 !� (,"� �7I2#:* 

Daylight Murder of a Member of Bihar Legislative Assembly by Coal 

Maria 
 

 !� �(.�(.Jह
*��
��C (�ह��): .N���� *�,��F!� हt�� �% �*. ��r� .� 
V�� हP 	-�ह��-�ह�	 ��  ����.JI �&�ju���� ���I� �� ,��`�� .N� ��  .�J� 
�/0��. �I*u �� ���	. ह^�� ह& ��� O �ह ह/� �/N�z��P)3 ह��.� ह+ �� �/0��.  

*'Expunged as ordered by the Chair 
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�I*u *+.� �<*���,*& �ह�	 ��  ���D ��  �^R�� ��  �!" 9� �*�P�D ��  ह� ��  �!" 
!H�1 ���� R� 9� �&�!� ,��� ��  C!���  �� ����/	 j�-���.� C!���  �� ?�^��� R�- 
���� �ह �&����,1������� �� �ह !H�1 ���� �&�!� ���q�� �& �	*P�  �हT RT O 
�&�!� ,��� �� ���q������ �� *& !&� */H� ह/" ह% 9� �*. ��ह .� �ह�	 `�	̀ !� �! 
�ह� ह%,�� !&�D �& ���� �ह ��[� �हT ह& �ह� R� O * �ह ��F!� हt�� L��� ��� 
N� �� ��� ����  �&�ह� �� �&��S��/� .� ���!� ��	� �&I� .�C��! �� *� �ह� R� �& 
�/ F !&�D �� �! �� V�� E��C	I g!%� ��* �� ���& �I ���� *ह�	 घI��JR! �� P
ह� ���� ��^�/ ह& ��� O �*. �ह�� �& J�)3 �/� �� �ह�� �ह� *��� R�,�*. �ह�� 
�� �+��!� �ह!� ���fg!� �� *S����� ह+,�*. �ह�� �& ह/� .��� L�F�C�D ��  ��� 
.� *��� *��� R�,�. �ह�� �� K.� घI�� घI� O �.��  .�R-.�R ह� �! �� C. *घS� 
ह^�� �� N^.3�� �� ह% O ह� �! �� C.�� �/�|&� ���&` ���� ह+ 9� .�.�.V1.'��� 
*�	� ����� �� ��	� �� ह% O �ह&��,�% N� V���  ��Q�� .� C.�� .�.�.V1.'��� *�	� 
���" *��� �� ��	� ���� हP 	 �� �/N�z� C. �� �� ह+ �� �*. .�� ��,�*. ��`�� 
.N� �� �/p� �/��� �ह�	 N�*� ह%,�*. ����.! �q JI�k. �& �% ��?�|�I ���� हP 		 ,�! 
�. .�� ��  L	�� * C. ह^�� �� �&� ?J��� ह& �ह� R� 9� .�� ��  ���  ��  ���� 
�&� ?J��� �� L��� ?J��� �, �ह� R� �& �*. ��ह .� .�� �  ��  !&�D �� ���&I3�D 
�� �/ {.��	 �s�-�s� �� ���  ��  ���� �& ����� �� �&��� �� ....(5�*6�7).... 
 

 !� ��#�	* 8,:���(�ह��): �ह&��,�� �!� &! �ह� ह% O ���  ��  ���� �� 
��.��� ह+ O �&� ?J��� �� &!�� ह/" ���  ��  ���� �� K.� ��� �हT �/G� �	
� ��  
.		` ��...�Sह� ��.��� ��� O V� +�s" O ....(5�*6�7) ... 
 

 !� �(.�(.Jह
*��
��C : �ह&��,�. .�� �& �SहD�� ���� ....(5�*6�7) 
...�� ���  �� V��| �� ���&` ���� ��ह�� ह%,�� ���  �� V��| �& 	� ���� ��ह�� 
ह% O ....(5�*6�7) ... 
 

 !� ��#�	* 8,:���: ह� V��* 	� �हT ���� ��ह�� ह%,���  ��  ���� �� 
��.��� ह% O....(5�*6�7) ... 

 !� �(.�(.Jह
*��
��C : .H� �� *& V��| �� �ह� ह% ���  ��  !&�,�ह 
V��| ���&�`� �� *� �ह� ह% 9� .�� ��  L	�� N� ह/d!H�|� �/0 ह& �1 ह% O 
�/ {.�� �s�-�s� �� ���  ��  .�J�D �� ���� �1 ह+ O �! * ���  ��  ���� �. 
�&� ?J��� �� &! �ह� R�,�& �. ?J��� �� &!�� ह/" �� C. �/घ3I�� �� N^.3��  
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�� �ह� ह% O �SहD�� ��.� �� �&1 Y�fA�� V�&� �हT !���� O ��.� Y�fA�� V�&� 
��  ��Q�� .� ��.� �� V �� �हT !���� O �.��  ��*P� �*. ��ह .� �/ {.��	 �s� �� 
���� �1,�ह N��� ��  .	�+`���� C��ह�. ��,��*����� C��ह�. �� "� ��!� `g� ह% O 
�% �ह �/�� हP 	 �� ह���� C��ह�. *& J�{)� �/� ��  C��ह�. ��  0� �� *��� *��� 
ह+,�. C��ह�. �� "� ���!, !��1 �1 ह% O ��. ��ह .� ���  �� V��| �& ��`�� 
�� �&��� �� �1 ह%, C.�� �% C. .�� ��  N^.3�� ���� हP 	 O ....(5�*6�7) ... 
 

 !� ��#�	* 8,:���: �ह&��,�&� ?J��� �� &!�� ह/" ���  ��  ���� �� K.� 
��� �ह� ह%,�*..� ���& ��.��� ��� O .�,���  ��ह�� ह% �� �. ��r� �� 
L��*��� �� fJR�� � *�" O * *��� �� C��& ���� ���� ह%,* ह��. �� CSहD�� 
L��� ह/�� .��� �हT ���� ह+ �.��  �� �� �!� �����  LfG���� �� �ह� ह% O �� 
.���� �& Ld��� �� fJR�� �� !��� ��ह�� ह%  9� Lह!���!�� *�  �!� &!  �ह� /
ह% O ....(5�*6�7) ... 
 

 !� �(.�(.JहC*��
��: �� ���� L�`��� ह+ ��D�� �% �.� ��`�� .N� .� 
�/��� V�� हP 	 O �% �.� ��`�� .N� ��  ���3�!�� �� L��� �� �ह�	 �ह .��� 
हP 	,L��� V��| �& �s� .��� हP 	 O �ह&��,���� V���  ��Q�� .� �/|���� ह+ �� ��`�� 
.N� �� C. ���3��ह� �& �o��|� �,�� ह/" .	��`�� ��  ��Q�� .� ���� ���3��ह� 
ह&�� ���ह" O �ह H� �/N�z� �� �� ह% O ....(5�*6�7) ... 
 

 !� ��#�	* 8,:���: �ह&��,�*���  ��� �� �� &! �ह� ह%,���& &!�� �� 
���|  �हT ह% O �� ह���� �/G��	
� ��  �,!�q �!� �g�D �� ?�&� ���� ह% O �ह!� 
���& ���| �.,�C" �� &!� �+ .� *��� ह%? �ह!� �Sह� ���| �.,�C" O 
....(5�*6�7) ... 
 

 !� �(.�(.Jह
*��
��C : �ह&��,�*. ��ह .� ���  ��  �	 s �& �&` ���� 
�� �&��� �ह�� �� ह& �ह� ह%,C.�� ह� ]��� ���� ह%,C.�� N^.3�� ���� ह%,C.�� 
�	 jb���� ह&�� ���ह" 9� "� J�� .� �	 jb���� ह&�� ���ह" O `S���� O 
 

 !� ��#�	* 8,:��� : �ह!� L��� ����c	 �& &!�� �� ���| �.,�C" �� �/G� 
�	
� ��  ��� �� �+ .� �g�D �� ?�&� ���� *��� ह% O ....(5�*6�7) ... 
 

 !�#�� (�$" �C�	 (�ह��): �ह&��,C. ह^�� �� ह��� ��,� ह% ....(5�*6�7) ... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Bratin Sengupta ...(Interruptions)... Nothing 

will go on record. ...(Interruptions)... 
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SHRIMATI SAROJ DUBEY * 

SHRI BRATIN SENGUPTA (West Bengal): Sir, prior to the physical 

annihilation of the Marxist Co-ordination Committee's three-time MLA of 

Bihar Assembly, Mr. Gurudas Chatterjee, on 14th April, on his way from 

Dhanbad to Nirsa, by Mr. Shiv Shankar, son of the coal mafia leader, Mr. 

Cham Master, and many others ...... (Interruptions)...    Let me be allowed to 

speak.  ...(Interruptions)...   Please, let me finish.     (Interruptions)...  Please, 

let me finish. 

Sir, prior to this incident, there had been an all-out attempt by the coal 

mafia, including Mr. Charu Master, to get Mr. Gurudas Chatterjee, a very 

popular MLA, a three-time MLA of Bihar Assembly, electorally defeated. He 

was so popular and his credibility was so high among the people of his 

constituency, and he was so dedicated to the cause of the labourers and in his 

fight against the coal mafia and vested interests, that nobody could defeat 

him. He could get elected continuously on three occasions. This incident 

happened on 14th April. But still, Mr. Shiv Shankar, the son of the coal mafia 

leader, Mr. Charu Master, who is alleged to have killed him, is not arrested. 

The SP himself has given a statement that Mr. Shiv Shankar is the murderer. 

He has not yet been arrested. There is, of course, a manhunt for Mr. Shiv 

Shankar. Why is there no high-level inquiry? Why is Mr. Shiv Shankar not yet 

arrested? Why have the father of Mr.Shiv Shankar, the coal mafia leader, Mr. 

Charu Master, and all others not been arrested? This is my query. Why is a 

high-level inquiry not instituted? This is not the only murder. The coal mafias 

have been ruling the roost in this particular belt, from Dhanbad to Nirsa. 

Illegal mining is going on. Million of rupees change hand every day. There is 

a nexus amongst local politicians, mafias, illegal miners, over there, the main 

sufferers of which are the poor workers. While fighting against all this, Shri 

Gurudas Chatterjee had to lay down his life. There is not a single party which 

has not condemned the severe and ghastly murder of Shri Gurudas Chatterjee. 

Sir, what J demand is, why no action has been taken yet? Why the manhunt for 

Mr. Shiv Shankar, his father Charu Master, and other coal mafias, has not yet 

been completed? This incident took place on 14th of April, and today is 25th 

of April. Eleven days have passed since this incident took place. Eleven days 

are quite sufficient to take action. I want to know why it was not taken? I seek 

your protection and 

* Not recorded. 
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urge upon you to direct the appropriate authorities to immediately take 
necessary measures and exemplary action in this regard. Thank you, Sir. 

SHRI RAVI SHANKAR PRASAD (Bihar): Mr. Chairman, Sir, 1 am 

extremely grateful to you for giving me an opportunity to associate myself 

with the Special Mention of Mr. S. S. Ahluwalia. I only wish to refer to a 

newsitem which appeared three days ago - to be precise, on the 19th of April, 

in Asian Age - that as many as 300 political killings have taken place in Bihar 

during the last six years. A matter of serious concern is that such killing cut 

across party lines and includes workers of RJD, BJP, Samata, etc. Mr. 

Chatterjee was definitely a very powerful leader. He had organised the toiling 

masses and his killing is a matter of serious concern. Sir, with great respect. I 

wish to say that this killing ought not to be seen in isolation. I am sorry that a 

very bona fide submission made by Mr. Ahluwalia was taken otherwise. But 

the kind of violence, the kind of hatred, being generated in the entire State, as 

also in the House, is a matter of serious concern, so far as democratic traditions 

are concerned. ...(Interruptions).. 
 
 !� ��#�	* 8,:���: . V��� ��Iu �& .�&I3 �� �ह� ह% O ....(5�*6�7) .... 
V��� ��Iu ....(5�*6�7) ... 

 
SHRI RAVI SHANKAR PRASAD .: I am not naming anyone, Sir. 

...(interruptions).. It is such a matter that we must rise above party lines. 

...(Interruptions).. What I am saying is, it is a matter of serious concern. 

...(Interruptions)  �/p� *�� &!�� ���*" O ....(5�*6�7) ...E!�* &!�� ���*" O 

....(5�*6�7) ... 
 

!� #�� (�$" �C�	: .�, ....(5�*6�7) ... 

SHRI RAVI SHANKAR PRASAD: I am only trying to emphasise that 

if the spirit of intolerance coupled with the whole scenario continues, then 

this kind of killings will go on. This is a matter of great concern. If the 

Leader of the Opposition was so severely wounded inside the House that he 

became unconscious, it is a matter of serious concern. I am not talking on 

party lines at all. ...(Interruptions).. 
 

 !� ��#�	* 8,:���: �)��� .��� ....(5�*6�7) ... 

SHRI RAVI SHANKAR PRASAD: I say that I am condemning   all 
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such killings. ...(Interruptions).. My RJD friends must know that even their 

man has been killed. Therefore, I am only saying, if 300 political killings 

have taken place during the last six years - the last one is of Shri Gurudas 

Chatterjee— it is a matter of serious concern. They must also rise above party 

lines to insist that this should not go on, coupled with the kind of atmosphere, 

the spirit of violence and the spirit of intolerance which is prevailing in the 

State. It is a matter of serious concern. 

 !� 7�<	&H 7�K LM�(�ह��): .N���� �ह&��,�I*u *� �� *& ह^�� ह/1 
ह%, �% C. घI�� �� ��S�� ���� हP 	 O ������ Lह!���!�� *� �� s�� ह� .��! /
�s��� ह%,!���� L.�b!� �� *& ���-��I ह/1 �� p�H� ह/V �� �.�� �!� �" 9� 
C���  �!" ह^�� �� ���!� ?�/, �हT �ह� O �ह&��,�ह JI�I ��  !l "	j Vj3� �� ह� 
���!� �हT ह+,L.! �� *& �ह�� �� �&!q�dj C	jJ$��!  �
 ह+ �.�& ���q�� 
����I ���� ह% 9� ��.� N� �� ���q�� ह� �!� �ह� ह% O ?����� ��&H 0�" �� 
�&�!� ���q�� '��� J�z! ���� *��� ह%  O ���� ���1 �� �ह "� H� `S`� ह% 
9� C.��  *��" �� �ह�� �� L.�b!� �� �ह/ 	� �ह� ह% O ���!� �ह ह+ �� �&�!�  �
 
N��� .���� ��  L	j� �� ह% 9� C..� N��� .���� �& N��� �/�.�� ह& �ह� ह% O �ह�	 
.� �&�!� ���q�� �� �S�P!� ह&�� ���ह" C.��!" �% �� S��� .���� ��  Q��� �� �ह 
�� !��� ��ह�� हP 	 O "� �P.�� �/o� 9� ह%,��D�� �ह�	 �� �/ F �	 t�P*� q+ !��� �� 
��� ���� ��� ह% �� 300 ह^��"	 ह/1 ह% ,C��� ����� ह^��"	 r���� ह/1 ह%? 
V�.*�.j�.��  ��`��� 9� ����  ���3��� g!�� �� �! .� JI�I !��! �� �*3�D �� 
.	G�� �� ���� �" ह% �R� .�.��."�.9� .�.��.V1.��  ��`��� N� ���� �" ह% O  
Lह!���!�� *� *ह�	 .� V�� ह%/ ,�ह�	 �� �. .�� ��  .�.��.V1.��  ��`��� 
.������ ��\� ���� �" R� O V� ��"	�� �� ���� ह^�� ��.�� ��  ? "� 
?&I����,�&�!�I�! ?&I���� �>���d. �& ��! �ह� ह% O �ह �&�!�I�! ?&I���� 
�.*�.��.�� �ह� ह%,��	n�. ��!� �� �ह� ह% O ह�	 ���NS� �&�!�I�! ��Iu. .� �>���d. 
�& ?&I���� ��! �ह� ह% O �ह "� ��#$�� �/o� � ��� ह%,�P�� ��r� �� �/o� � ��� ह% 
....(5�*6�7) C.�!" C.� j�C�I3 � ���� *�",C.� "� .ह� fJ���I �� �!�� *�" 9� 
�&! �dI �� *& ���q�� ��� �ह� ह� ���� .q��� ���� *�" O L	� �� "� ह/� ह� 
�ह^��P)3 �� �ह�� ��हP 	�� *& �ह�� �� L.�b!� �� ह/1 ह% O ��F!� ���D *& .���� 
���� �� �� ह/1 �.�� �.*�.��.9� "�.j�.".��  !&�D �� N� ���q�� .� .	��3  ���� 
.���� ���� �� ��� !��� ��  �!",C..� K.� ह^��"	 r���� ह& �ह� ह% O C.�!" �� � 
....(5�*6�7) .���� ��  Q��� �� !��� �� �� ह% O ��� V� Lह!���!�� *� �� .��� /
ह% �� *�!  
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�� 	� ���q�� ��  ��� .� *��� ��!� L���`� .� ��� ��	��� ��  �!" �<�-�<� �" R� ? 
Lह!���!�� *� ��d!� �ह� ह% 9� ह��. �� �!� �	� .� .��! ��� �� �ह� ह% O C.� /
.ह� ���fJR���D �� ��,�� ���ह" O �ह .�� .�J�� ह+ O . ��!�� C. .�J�� �& 
��,� ���� �.�� ����� ह& .��  O �ह�� .��/� q	 .� ह/V ह+ !���� V� ��.� "� 
�&�!�I�! ��Iu 9� .���� �� �&2��&�) �हT �� .��� O `S���� O  
 

 !� ��#�	* 8,:���: .N��� �ह&��,�ह�� ��  ��`��� \� �I*u .�ह �� *& 
���	. ह^�� ह/1 �ह ह/� �/,� ह+ 9� .N� ��{I�D �& C. घI�� �� ��S�� ���� 
���ह" O �% N� C. घI� �� ��S�� ���� हP 	 O �ह�� .���� �� ह/� ��*� .� C. �� 
���3��1 �� ह+ 9� ���t������	 N� ह/1 ह% O ��� C. घI�� ��  ��Q�� .� �ह�� .���� 
�& ���� ���� �� �ह�� �� *& ���P� 9� Y��JR� �� fJR�� ह+ �.�� c� C���� 
���� ��f[�� 0� .� C.�� ��*������) ���� ह% ....(5�*6�7) .���� C. 
�*b������ �& ....(5�*6�7) ... 
 

 !� ��"�* �,"7 '(ह(�ह��): R&H� `��* ��," ....(5�*6�7)  
 

 !� ��#�	* 8,:���: .N���� �ह&��,�% �ह�� ��ह�� हP 	 �� �ह�� �� *& 
.���� ह+ �ह ���D �� .���� ह+ 9� �� *& !&� ह% �� ����D ��  �,!�q ह% O �� 
�)��� .��� �& ��� ���� ��!� !&� ह%,���D �� ह^�� ���� ��!� !&� ह% C.�!" 
�ह�� .���� C. ���!� �� ह/� �H�1 .� ���3��1 �� �ह� ह% O *& N� �&! ���q�� ह+ 
�*SहD�� �I*u �� ह^�� �� ह+ �.�� �ह�� .���� ��.� �& G��� ��!� �हT ह+ ��ह� 
C.�� ��.� �� N� V��� ह&,����� N� H� V��� ह& O `S���� O  

Engagement-of child labour in trains 

DR. M.N. DAS (Orissa): Mr. Chairman, Sir, I am thankful to you for 

permitting me to raise a very important issue. The issue that I am raising does 

not deal with either ki lling or murder, but an inhuman practice which is 

continuing in our railway system.  I must first congratulate the hon. Railway 
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